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What does it take to reach the pinnacle of 
Outstanding? Rachel Smith, Headteacher at 
Beaconsfield High School, explains her strategy for 
creating ‘exceptional’, and why its core principal is 
the pursuit of happiness.

It’s been quite a year for Beaconsfield High School!  In 
2018, we put our selective single-sex secondary state 
school on the map, celebrating a number of momentous 
achievements including being recognised as an 
Exceptional School (Best Practice Network),  achieving 
Governor Mark, an exclusive recognition of a governing 
body’s highest standards and challenge, and completed 
the triple achievement by being designated as ‘Ofsted 
Outstanding’ in December 2019. We whole-heartedly 
put this level of success down to the many changes we 
made in our bid to create a happy environment, where 
each and every student could shine.

My focus in my first three years was to propagate the 
expectation that even the brightest students need the 
best teaching, environment and challenge in order to 
excel. The clear and compelling vision I had was to 
align governors, staff, students and families in the same 
direction; to ‘Dare to be Remarkable’ and so to believe 
that better outcomes grow from working together. It 
is for this reason that every student has to take one 
GCSE in a creative subject which we hope will spark a 
creative passion in them later in life, if not now.

My team is a collective of highly capable and 
inspirational teachers, coupled with thorough 
and diligent support staff, who subscribe to my 
vision and the ‘happy, high achieving’ ethos.  We 
have spent the past three years focusing on quality 
learning, snapping up remarkable teaching talent to 
compliment those existing staff already invested in 
the vision.  As a team, we bring the outside world 
and its expectations into a grammar school, using 
new data streams to focus on progress and laser sharp 
CPD directly focused on what makes a difference.

We overhauled our curricula to better sequence 
for challenge and interest throughout a five-year 
curriculum, improved our approach to pedagogy, 
and underpinned it all with a robust new version of 
quality assurance. There are no lesson gradings for 
teachers, but useful feedback and support for progress 
in learning as well as the very best pastoral care; vital 
for consistency and innovation.  Robust and impactful 
performance management has been key in driving the 
school’s success forward, too. Teachers, however 
experienced, have changed their approach to ensure 
they understand the students’ feelings about learning, 
that they follow up and, most importantly, that they 
tell students they can.
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Our relentless ambition to improve the estate has 
advanced our learning environment, and ultimately 
provided that happy space in which our students can 
thrive. We listened to our students and what makes a 
difference to them in their environment. Consequently, 
we now have two new 6th form spaces for study and last 
year we had a Toilet Working Party (!) who were solely 
responsible for our new corporate-style facilities. We are 
currently working on new social spaces for our students 
where they can spend their downtime and which we 
believe will improve mental health and wellbeing, 
particularly during the stressful exam periods.

Creating a ‘happy, high achieving’ community is also 
about challenging individuals and instilling resilience 
and leadership skills. This is why supporting others 
is such a large part of our ethos and moral code. Our 
students and staff are involved in a number of outreach 
programmes with other schools and provide support, 
encouragement and advice, making a difference to 
students in schools that experience higher levels of 
disadvantage. All of this goes towards their personal 
development, helping them to become amazing citizens 
of the future.  As Ofsted said, “Pupils develop into 
confident, well-educated and thoughtful young adults 
who are ready to make their mark in the world.”

Our staff work with computing, science, history, 
geography and English department heads in other 
schools via the Buckinghamshire County Council Side-
by-Side project. We work with these schools to improve 
learning and teaching, coaching senior leadership 
teams, deputy heads and some new head teachers. We 
also support the early entrant students in these schools 
who are applying for medicine degrees or Oxbridge.    
Currently we support five schools on this basis. 

Giving back is a wonderful act and directly impacts our 
levels of ‘happy’. Our staff learn so much from others, 
and ultimately, when they do their bit, they feel they 
are making a difference; it is this knowledge that so 
positively impacts their sense of worth and value.

For staff we want to raise a smile as often as we can.  
Anyone can share a positive comment about a colleague 
in our Good Eggs at Easter and Christmas Star letters, 
give small presents within our Secret Buddy scheme, 
bake a cake for Cakes at Break or take part in our 
table football competition. The aim is to celebrate each 
other and share small amounts of time in a social way.  
Students nominate staff in the Pearson Teaching Awards 
and weekly briefings always contain thanks to anyone 
who deserves it.

Our most recent staff and student surveys echo our 
Ofsted report in that they are proud to be part of this 
remarkable school and feel supported and valued. The 
large majority of students tell us that they enjoy school, 
and feel that they are cared for, with their needs known 
to the school.  For me, the best barometer of happiness 
is to walk the halls of the school and hear our students 
laughing, sharing tales from their lessons and getting 
excited about their extra-curricular activities. That is 
when I know we have created something remarkable!


